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More Art Notes from Then: When [than/?] 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up: 8218 

tag[s]: finally, getting r-through that notebook; and to think, while working on another publication is 

being worked on around all that stuff, art unseen or not recently seen or … always almost unseen: how 

to comprehend make; i.e. art analysis; contemplations of fiction from uh a beggar of “society”; 

contemplations of “society” = “that doesn’t actually produce, but may pretense to …” versus society = 

that produces  

 

 

More art notes for the fvp on 2.17.17 : A moment to breathe: a re-consideration of how to add an art 

to trash: 

tag[s]: diagram art, continued; and a fashion’s notes; the art of hygiene, art observation, too; more 

appropriate sorry not photographed instructions:  
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ingredients: * a chocolate’s foil wrapper [this one’s gold] 

*something like a “hygienically” used tissue 

*and with some version of a scented’s flavoring 

theme: a crawling spider 

*a moment to breathe /> arrow to slanted to the heading 

The construction of something like a flat panel tunnel from 

Foil: so fold foil with a gap between the two folds of non-foil segment; ¾ of the way complete; and 1/5 

of the way complete lift the folds and slightly by a tenth of the fold cuff-one in the opposite direction 

creating a non-hardened Asian style; central Asian incense holder overall-look; then take … it might also 

start to look like a kimono and-or such-like robe; then take the tissue and create a drape of the outside 

of the foil:  

theme: oh my god,  but I can’t see it [but if even the photograph isn’t available, is that the only less-an, 

here] 

[t.b.c./Goura, remember … what you couldn’t keep [art, self-art sentiment: enough work, and it’s kept 

everywhere/nowhere/anywhere … and so goes on]] 


